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ABSTRACT
Recently, internet social media has been championed as an important tool for political activism and democracy. Many models exist for various types of group action, with many inspired by Granovetter’s threshold model of collective action, but these models don’t distinguish between the effects of specific types of actions. I begin with a network model of collective action for Twitter and interpret it for cascades of retweets during recent political activism for various roles. Although identities are easiest to understand strictly by the labels we use to denote them, I will show how identities iterate over practice and labels in this community. By connecting characteristics of network models and previous analysis of retweets, I will show how a person’s history influences his or her actions and how those actions dictate chosen identities.
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HEADING
On January 25th, 2011, the Egyptian people began open protest in a “day of rage” (Timeline: Egypt's revolution 2011). Similar to the Tunisian Revolution just the month before, activists used Twitter and other social media to mobilize their efforts, connect with other citizens, spread their message across the world, and engage with the mainstream media. 2 days later, the Egyptian government shutdown all cellular and internet communication within the country because they saw it as a dangerous protest tool. Over the next few days, more and more protesters gathered in Tahrir Square, and on February 11th, President Hosni Mubarak conceded to the protests and resigned.

In this instance and others, such as the 2009 Iranian elections and the Occupy Wall Street movement, internet social media has been championed as an important tool for political activism and democracy. By linking people who are otherwise geographically separated and fragmented, these platforms, such as Twitter and Facebook, can create unity that was previously difficult to achieve. Through tweets and status updates, people can call others to action, disseminate information, and express their sentiments on the issues at hand.

Many models exist for various types of group action, with many inspired by Granovetter’s threshold model of collective action (Granovetter 1978). Although these models capture how activity spreads between people, they don’t distinguish between the practices of different actors. In the case of Twitter, journalists and bloggers become involved with the content of a movement without directly committing themselves to its goals and activities. In this paper, I will investigate the role that these actors play in political activism. Although identities are easiest to understand strictly by the labels we
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use to denote them, I will show how identities iterate over practice and labels in this community. By connecting characteristics of network models and previous analysis of retweets, I will show how a person’s history influences his or her actions and how those actions dictate chosen identities.

Models of Collective Action

Analyzing network behavior allows us to understand how activity spreads across large groups of people. A network is a set of nodes, such as Twitter users, that are connected to each other via links. In the model I’m proposing, these links are the flow of information through tweets between users. Within a network, activity spreads from a node to its neighbors and onward over the links, and an instance of this is known as a cascade. For example, a retweet cascade begins when a source generates an original tweet, its neighbors retweet it, and the original tweet is further disseminated through retweets. These trees of retweets form the fundamental unit of spreading activity for analysis.

Various models have proposed methods of how different types of activity can spread through a network. For example, a contagion can be modeled by individuals stochastically infecting neighbors. Technology adoption can be modeled with game theory, where choices are based on expected utility from the choices of others.

One model commonly applied to participation in a movement is Granovetter’s model of collective action (Granovetter 1978). In this model, people have individual thresholds for a sufficient participation proportion to join themselves. Because each person sees the choices of the entire population, there is a simple formulation of how activity will evolve. The model starts with a group of early adopters. Next, everyone with a threshold below that size will join, increasing total participation. The proportion is now above more thresholds causing more to join. This cycle continues until participate reaches a fixed point, where the number of participants has stagnated because the threshold of everyone else is above current participation.

This model, however, does have limitations because it is only population model, not a network model. Navid Hassenpour, in proposing how network disruption actually fueled protest in Egypt, extends this model in 2 ways as the “dynamic threshold model of participation” (Hassenpour 2011). First, Granovetter’s model assumes that each person can see everyone’s choices as the total participation proportion. Hassenpour modifies this to fit a network structure by constraining the perspective of a node to only its neighbors. When a certain threshold of its neighbors joins, the node itself will also join. Not only does this feature change the order of participation, it can lead to pockets of activity in communities that aren’t well-connected to the rest of the network.

Second, thresholds are no longer fixed and readjust according to neighbor behavior. In addition to pushing a node over its threshold, neighbors can influence nodes by changing the threshold itself. This relationship can lead to oscillations in behavior. Previously, nodes could only start and never stop participating because the participation proportion would never drop beneath a threshold after passing it. However, if thresholds can also change, a node may develop more strict requirements. This adjustment represents the changing opinion of a person after witnessing the actions of others from a previously uninformed stance to a more nuanced view. For example, people’s thresholds may drift towards that of their peers because they trust their peers’ opinions.
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Extensions to the model

Hassenpour uses this model to analyze media disruption, but the model is also a starting point to think about the structure of activism on Twitter. We want to consider the importance of roles on identities, but Hassenpour’s model only considers thresholds and connectivity. This model is still too abstract to understand the roles of individuals. We’re interested in participation, but tweets can be both reports on current or planned actions and declarations of opinions. More succinctly, the existing model conflates presence and information dissemination, and we need to separate these to understand information flow.

This distinction may seem somewhat fuzzy: the decision to disseminate information within the network can itself be thought of as presence in the network. To differentiate these senses, I will specify presence as being physically (and not just virtually) present to and active in the movement. On the other hand, I will define information dissemination as the passing of already present information, which excludes generation of original information. The model that this distinction generates has a structure based on the existing connections on Twitter, and we follow the cascades of retweets as spreading activity.

By this definition, actions from presence occur at the boundaries of Twitter because they aren’t explicitly represented in the tweets, which are the network links. I propose that presence is best understood in the network as the origin of cascades. At the origins, people translate real-life actions, such as injury reports, ongoing protest, or planned events, into original tweets. They perform or observe some newsworthy action and generate content for others to retweet. This creates a concrete difference between presence and information dissemination in terms of the network model behavior. Presence is the origin of a cascade, and information dissemination is the continuation of a cascade through the network.

These 2 activities, however, aren’t mutually exclusive, so we can consider each node (representing a Twitter user) along 2 dimensions. These dimensions give us 4 possible roles defined by 2 characteristics. Ignoring those who are neither present nor disseminating, we have 3 possible roles to consider. First are people who are both present and disseminating information in the network. The other 2 classes only engage in one of these activities.

In the following sections, I will align these roles with recognized actor types. Empirical data on actor types will support model distinctions in behavior. By linking these ideas, we can use the dynamics of this model to show how identity can be developed by actions both internal and external to the network.

Identity in the Community

Before considering the evidence for this relationship, I want to briefly discuss the nature of identity in this community at a high level. The biggest difference between the real world and the internet is that people don’t have physical embodiments on the internet. One important consequence is that people can separate our true identities from our internet identities. Previously, most broadcast internet communication on public forums and chat rooms was done anonymously through handles. This freedom allowed people to form new identities, for better or for worse, and released people from the trappings of the real world.
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This freedom, however, never completely unlocks us as we carry our identities with us between communities. In addition to the network models discussed earlier, we can also understand activism on Twitter as a community of practice as well, where all users share the goals of their movement (Wenger 1998). For example, the Egyptian protests in social media developed into a forum for spreading information and aligning their efforts towards democratization.

In thinking about this activity as a community of practice, we gain several insights into processes that affect identity. First, identity is a negotiated experience, where “engagement in practice gives us certain experiences of participation, and what our communities pay attention to reifies us as participants.” Although users may identify themselves in a 160-character biography, their true identities in this community are fluid. Second, identity is a nexus of multimembership, where users exist both within this community and the communities they come from. Not only does this shape the way that different actors behave, it also shapes how others view them. Finally, the community was developed to align participants towards its goals, which requires coordination of energy, finding common ground, imposing views, and many other activities.

These ideas will be revisited after discussing more specific findings from the Egyptian and Tunisian revolutions.

Actors within activism through Twitter

Bringing these ideas of identity back to activism, Lotan et al. identifies several types of actors on Twitter during the Tunisian and Egyptian revolutions and analyzes the spread of information between them (Lotan, et al. 2011). To do this, they looked at the cascades generated by retweeting. Although much of Twitter’s activity happens through replies or mentions and not explicit retweets, retweets were the cleanest data to collect. Most of the analysis focused on the activity of just 4 of the 12 types of actors: journalists, bloggers, activists, and others. From the arguments they present, I will discuss the history of each of these actor types and some of the observations of their Twitter behavior. Then, I will connect these actor types to the roles discussed earlier.

Journalists are “individuals employed by [mainstream media] organizations,” such as Anderson Cooper of CNN. Previous studies of news production found that journalists have a tight circle in reporting: journalists write to impress editors and a small, select group of people, and editorial staffs imitate the style of the journalists. By cutting out the general populous, they can maintain the quality and integrity of their craft. Although journalists resist popular opinion, Twitter directly connects journalists with their audience and possible influences. These opposing forces of history and context provide a new opportunity for journalists to define themselves. They represent about 14% of the actors.

Bloggers are “individuals who post regularly to an established blog.” They have no conflict between their online and physical identities because their identities have been shaped by open communication online, through comments and contents even before Twitter. Blogs are constantly active, nights and weekends, to push content to readers, who may rely on blogs for both news and breaking news. Blogs, however, often don’t do any reporting and rely on indirect (primarily online) sources for information. Unlike journalists, their identities on Twitter lack the same real-world connection and have been shaped within another online context. They represented about 17% of the actors.
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Activists are “individuals who self-identify as an activist, who work at an activist organization, or who appear to be tweeting purely about activist topics to capture the attention of others.” Unlike journalists and bloggers who are committed to covering a movement in the media, activists are committed to direct action and are otherwise unaffiliated in the media. Activists are more diverse than either journalists or bloggers because they individually may employ very different methods in their roles. The common history within activists is a commitment to their movement. They represented about 12% of the actors.

Others are individuals that did not fit within these or several other actor types given. They represent about 25% of the sample and are the largest group. Although their identity isn’t well defined and likely to be heterogeneous, we can reasonably classify them as the general populous: without a specifically labeled actor type, they are mostly nonparticipants in this community.

At least 2 coders labeled each individual with an actor type from their latest tweets, user profile, and searchable details derived from their profile. Twitter users can provide a 160-character biography, a small window into their identities. For these types described, they have developed an identity and role in Twitter, either online or in real-life, and we can consider how they interact with each other from the statistics given in the paper. Note that all observations are based on these classifications, and these types were determined beforehand and not extrapolated from behavior.

From the data presented in their paper, I argue that these three actor types (journalists, activists, and bloggers) fit into the 3 roles determined by presence and information dissemination. First, activists are present users who also disseminate information. Second, journalists are present actors who aren’t disseminating information. Finally, bloggers are non-present actors who disseminate information.

In the next section, I will present the data and analysis given in Lotan et al. After that, I will argue for what this connection between actor types and roles means for the development of identity.

Observations

1. **Journalists and activists generated more cascades than bloggers.** Among these actor types, the most cascades started with a tweet from journalists, followed by activists, then by bloggers. This observation matches expectations: journalists are reporting on news and should be the first to know any information. Activists are making news themselves and can be the first source. Bloggers, however, aren’t physically present and can’t report on or generate the same type of content as journalists or activists.

2. **Bloggers had the largest median information flow size in Tunisia, but journalists and activists had larger ones in Egypt.** The median information flow size is simply defined as the number of retweets from an original tweet. Bloggers seem to have played a much larger role in the Tunisian revolution than they did in the Egyptian protests. This shift suggests that journalists and activists were quickly able to increase their presence this community in just 2 months. Regardless, bloggers have a wide influence on the internet, particularly in the absence of the other actors.

3. **Journalists and activists were the main sources for any particular retweet, and activists and bloggers were the main retweeters.** When the cascades were broken into source to target pairs of individual retweets, journalists and activists were the
primary sources of information, and activists and bloggers were the primary routers of information. As mentioned before, bloggers depend on other sources for their information. Activists were prominent on both ends of each retweet.

3. **Journalists primarily retweeted other journalists.** When journalists aren’t generating cascades, they prefer to disseminate information from other journalists rather than other actor types. This behavior is consistent with their previous practices: journalists maintain a preference towards content from other journalists from their prior work. Even in an open, connected space like Twitter, journalists carry over exclusive biases. This previous behavior and interaction remains even in a new context.

4. **Journalists were the primary source of blogger retweets.** Among all of their sources, journalists were the most common source for blogger retweets. This preference shows a direct connection between journalists and non-journalists as well as the method that bloggers receive information.

**Analysis and Conclusion**

These observations about the behavior of the actors types, the description of their histories, the new context of Twitter as a medium, and roles derived from an interpretation of the network model fit together into a sense of where the identities are derived from for people on Twitter in political activism.

Activists are active both in presence and in disseminating information and therefore should be a source and a spreader in the network. Within Twitter, cascades are their opportunity to reach out to others and give them reason to participate as well. Outside of Twitter, they’re also active. As such, the facts that they are both a large source that and have larger median information flows make sense.

Journalists are physically present in a movement outside of Twitter to be on the beat. Since journalistic ethics require that they be impartial, they aren’t invested as activists are, but at the periphery of the network, their behaviors are quite similar. Even though they are reporting and activists are acting, the first step into the network is a tweet relating to an event. This is consistent with journalists being a large source, both proportionally and for bloggers in particular.

Journalists, however, are less relevant downstream from the initial reporting. Their role in the middle of cascades are largely contained within the journalistic community by retweeting each other, and cascades can only spread so far within a subset of the network. This bias comes from their history as journalists before Twitter and hasn’t been significantly affected by the new context.

Bloggers aren’t present but are disseminating information. As noted above, they were the smallest source, yet seem to have large influence in creating large flows. Without a physical presence and commitment, they don’t have the necessary connection to information coming into the network. Even so, they were closely connected to the sources and retweeted journalists who were generating content. This role as a cyberspace middleman carries over from their presence on the internet on blogs.

This portrayal of the actor types leads to a particular network structure from the roles we discussed. Journalists are on the far left of the network and at the head of cascades. They have edges pointing to the right towards bloggers, who are retweeting their content. The bloggers form a well-connected core as they disseminate information to each other but are also pushing content further to the right towards the “others.” Activists
mingle both within the journalists and bloggers as they execute both roles as sources and disseminators. This idealization is quite different from reality, but it shows us that these differences being discussed can be concretely understood within the network model as well. Note that there seems to be a large gap with this model from what we imagine to be Hassenpour’s dynamic threshold model of participation. Information flows through bloggers in the middle, yet they aren’t present, and in Hassenpour’s model, this gap would be the end of participation propagation.

The network model, empirical data, history of actor types, and analysis altogether show a strong correlation between the labels from their actor types and the actions they perform from their roles. A traditional way to think about identities is that one’s label dictates his or her behavior. For example, someone, through previous experience, decides to become a journalist and goes to journalism school, finds a job, and does the job as described by the requirements. This process is similar for other roles, if less formal, but can happen similarly.

This analysis of political activism on Twitter, however, suggests that identity is determined by behavior from history and context. Tweeting isn’t a traditional activity for any of these groups, and their tweeting is an extension of what they had done in previous roles. Even though these actors are in this Twitter activism community, their identity is formed from their previous memberships, and that bleeds into this community as well. From the Tunisian and Egyptian data sets, journalist and activists overtook bloggers in influence as they embraced their role on Twitter. Although we may have an intuitive sense for what it means to be a “journalist,” “blogger,” or “activist” from that actor label alone, the denotations of these labels can’t capture the diversity of roles that these individuals fulfill, on Twitter or otherwise.

In taking on specific roles within the network, as sources or disseminators, actors continue to behave in similar ways to what they know from their history, except molded into the new context. Journalists will follow other journalists as they have before. Bloggers will continue to find information using the same workflows. Activists, in looking to extract commitments from others over social networks, have met other actors who have developed roles within the community. Although they’re shaped by history, these identities being presented are only helpful within the context of the community they’re being used in.

This idea doesn’t completely neglect the importance of identity labels: language shapes how people think and behavior. This leads to a converging, iterative refinement of identities. As people notice differences in actors, they begin to label them differently, which gives the actors identities that they can further use to distinguish themselves from others. Identities are a negotiated experience between the reified labels and the practices one has in a community. Similar to the dynamic threshold in the network model, individuals enter with a certain expectation, then allow their neighbors to influence them. Their roles mature as the network moves into different states, such as the difference between the Tunisian and Egyptian revolutions.

To summarize, I began with a network model of collective action and interpreted it for cascades of retweets during recent political activism for various roles. By combining that model with observations about existing actor types and how communities of practice function, I discussed the ways in which identities were formed in this community and the importance of identity in understanding the community as a whole.
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